Friendly fish
The first Christians used the fish symbol as a secret
greeting. One person would trace an arch in the dust
like this:
The other person would add
another arch like this:
Together, it made
a fish. Christians today still use the fish as a symbol
for Jesus’ followers.
Draw more fish here using only two lines for each fish.
Share the drawing space with a friend, each person
drawing one of the arches.

Lectionar
y
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Welcome to worship.
Communion is a special time for all of God’s family. It
is a sacrament and sometimes called the Holy Eucharist
or the Lord’s Supper. At communion we share bread
and wine with each other. We remember that Jesus
Christ is with us.
Draw the bread and wine from communion in the
ministers’ hands.

Dear Lord, all we have you
have given us. Help us to
share. Amen
Bake bread or rolls from a favorite recipe or from frozen prepared dough and share it with a neighbor.
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More than enough
John 6:1-21

So many people and not enough food! The disciples wondered what they should do to feed such a crowd. “There is
a boy here with bread and fish, but what good will that
do?” wondered Andrew, Jesus’ disciple.

You can multiply “BREAD AND FISH” into many more
words by combining letters in different orders. How many
can you make? The list is started for you.

bread and fish

So many people and PLENTY of food! With Jesus’ blessing
everyone had enough to eat. Find the two fish and five
loaves of bread hidden in the picture and circle them.

Share a handshake, hug, or smile with
someone at worship today. Your kind
action will multiply to others!

